
 

Cyber attacks are rapidly increasing, and financial institutions are becoming a major target. On 

average, cyberattacks on banks cost more than $18.3 million, which is a definite cause for worry. 

And the rate of these cyberattacks never seems to go down. 

In the modern world, data has become very valuable, and protecting the data has become even 

more important. In the case of banks or financial institutions, the sensitive data they store can 

affect billions of people and billions of dollars. The G20 warned that cyberattacks could 

“undermine the security and confidence and endanger financial stability.” And according to the 

Boston Consulting Group, financial firms are 300 times more likely than other institutions to 

experience them.  

The need for a robust cybersecurity system is rising, and banks must employ effective safety 

measures in IT Security to protect themselves from attacks.

 

Impact of Cyberattacks due to Inadequate IT Security in the 

Banking Sector 

 

Monetary Loss: Cyberattacks can damage systems and steal financial institutions’ monetary 

resources, leading to huge losses. 

Loss of Trust and Reputation: Customers could lose trust in their financial institutions, tarnishing 

their reputations.  

Threat of Facility Disruption: Cyberattacks in network systems can take facilities offline, disrupting 

banking operations and the continuity of transactions. 

Loss of Confidentiality: Devices carry security risks that might cause loss or theft of customers’ 

financial data affecting millions.  

Hefty Regulatory Fines: PCI mandates a wide array of security controls for any organization 

dealing with financial transactions. Violation of PCI will cause hefty fines to the organization. 

 
 



 

 

SanerNow Advanced Vulnerability Management to Secure IT 
Infrastructure and Implement Cybersecurity For Banking and 
Financial Organizations 
 

SecPod SanerNow provides a continuous, automated, advanced Vulnerability Management solution 
to prevent cyberattacks and achieve continuous security risk and compliance posture. We enable IT 
security teams to go beyond traditional vulnerability management practices and get complete 
visibility and control over the financial organization's attack surface. With SanerNow, you can 
normalize your IT infrastructure from dangerous anomalies and automatically detect and manage 
vulnerabilities and other security risks. All from a single centralized cloud-based console and with a 
lightweight, multifunctional agent.  

Typically, implementing IT security software is lengthy and laborious, but with its modular 
architecture, you can easily implement SanerNow in your organization as a continuous and 
integrated tool for security risk and compliance. 

The New Age, Continuous, and Automated Vulnerability 

Management Solution Built to Prevent Cyberattacks 

 

Easily Achieve Continuous PCI Compliance by 

Hardening Systems  

PCI compliance is the most critical 

requirement to be satisfied, and SanerNow 

provides the necessary security controls to 

identify non-compliant devices and harden 

them to comply with PCI. You can run real-

time compliance scans, fix deviations and 

misconfigurations, and generate audit-ready 

reports to achieve continuous PCI compliance 

while safeguarding your network from cyber 

risks.  

Automate End-To-End Tasks to Improve 

Effectiveness 

Save time and effort over manual tasks. 

Schedule and Automate end-to-end tasks 

from scanning to deployment and make 

vulnerability management a hands-free 

process, all in a simple click of buttons.  

Declutter and Normalise your IT 

Infrastructure: 

Fix dangerous anomalies and outliers in your 

IT network in SanerNow and ensure your IT 

assets are performing the way they are meant 

to be. Further, eliminate the unnecessary in 

your IT infrastructure and reduce your SBOM 

too. 

Gain Continuous Visibility into IT Asset 

Exposure  

Perform continuous IT asset scans and gain 

complete visibility over your computing 

environment. Monitor your IT infrastructure 

continuously, gain control over hardware and 

software inventory, and detect malicious IT 

assets.  

 

 



 

Detect Thousands of Vulnerabilities and 

Security Risks in Real-time 

Run the industry’s fastest vulnerability scans 

in 5 minutes, powered by the world’s largest 

security intelligence library with 160,000+ 

security checks. Continuously detect 

vulnerabilities and security risks in real-time 

and assess them thoroughly.  

Instantly Remediate Risks in 40+ OS and 300+ 

3rd Party Applications with Integrated 

Patching 

Remediate vulnerabilities on time with 

integrated patching without leaving any 

security gaps. SanerNow supports automated 

patching for all major operating systems like 

Windows, Mac, Linux, and 300+ third-party 

applications. So instead of risking your 

security by outsourcing scanning or patching, 

you can take control of it yourselves with 

integrated vulnerability assessment and 

remediation. 

Comprehensive Remediation Controls 

Beyond Patching to Eliminate Attack Surface 

Go beyond patching and leverage various 

remediation controls to mitigate numerous 

security risks. Monitor 100+ endpoint security 

metrics, manage system health, fix posture 

anomalies, apply security controls, block 

malicious applications and devices, and more.

 

 
 



Schedule a SanerNow AVM demo here, 
and let us show what we tell

Schedule a Demo

India - (+91) 80 4121 4020  / USA - (+1) 918 625 3023

info@secpod.com / www.secpod.com
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Our SanerNow CyberHygiene platform provides continuous visibility to the computing environment, 
identifies vulnerabilities and misconfigurations, mitigates loopholes to eliminate attack surface, and 
helps automate these routines. Our product philosophy is offering simplicity and automation to make 

the job of security administrators slightly better. 
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